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Abstract—Digital microfluidic (DMF) biochips are now being
extensively used to automate several biochemical laboratory
protocols such as clinical analysis, point-of-care diagnostics, and
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). In many biological assays, e.g.,
in bacterial susceptibility tests, samples and reagents are required
in multiple concentration (or dilution) factors, satisfying certain
“gradient” patterns such as linear, exponential, or parabolic.
Dilution gradients are usually prepared with continuous-flow
microfluidic devices; however, they suffer from inflexibility, non-
programmability, and from large requirement of costly stock
solutions. DMF biochips, on the other hand, are shown to
produce, more efficiently, a set of random dilution factors.
However, all existing algorithms fail to optimize the cost or
performance when a certain gradient pattern is required. In
this work, we present an algorithm to generate any arbitrary
linear gradient, on-chip, with minimum wastage, while satisfying
a required accuracy in the concentration factor. We present new
theoretical results on the number of mix-split operations and
waste computation, and prove an upper bound on the storage
requirement. The corresponding layout design of the biochip is
also proposed. Simulation results on different linear gradients
show a significant improvement in sample cost over three earlier
algorithms used for the generation of multiple concentrations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in digital microfluidic (DMF) biochips
have enabled realizations of a variety of laboratory assays on
a tiny chip for automatic and reliable analysis of biochemical
samples. A DMF biochip consists of a patterned 2D array
or a customized layout of electrodes, typically a few square
centimeters in size [1], [2]. The device can manipulate pico-
or femtoliter-sized discrete droplets for the purpose of con-
ducting various fluidic operations under electrical actuations.
Typical fluidic operations on a droplet include dispensing,
transport, mixing, splitting, heating, incubation, and sensing
[3], [4], [5], [6]. DMF biochips offer significant flexibility and
programmability over their continuous-flow counterparts while
implementing various assays that mandate high-sensitivity, and
low requirement of sample and reagent consumption. One such
example is sample preparation, which plays a pivotal role in
biochemical laboratory protocols, e.g., in polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) [7], and in other applications in biomedical
engineering and life sciences [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. An
important step in sample preparation is dilution, where the
objective is to prepare a fluid with a desired concentration
(or dilution) factor. There are two performance metrics in
sample preparation: the number of mix-split operations to
achieve a concentration factor with a specified accuracy, and
the overall reactant usage (equivalently, waste production).
The first parameter determines the sample preparation time,
whereas the latter is related to the cost of stock solution.
An efficient sample preparation algorithm should target to
minimize either one or both of them as far as possible.
In sample preparation, producing chemical and biomolecu-
lar concentration gradients is of particular interest. Dilution
gradients play essential roles in in-vitro analysis of many
biochemical phenomena including growth of pathogens and
selection of drug concentration. For example, in drug design, it
is important to determine the minimum amount of an antibiotic
that inhibits the visible growth of bacteria isolate (defined
as minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC)). The drug with
the least concentration factor (i.e., with highest dilution) that
is capable of arresting the growth of bacteria, is considered
as MIC. During the past decade, a variety of automated
bacterial identification and antimicrobial susceptibility test
systems have been developed, which provide results in only
few hours rather than days, compared to traditional overnight
procedures [9]. Typical automated susceptibility methods use
an exponential dilution gradient (e.g., 1%, 2%, 4%, 8%, 16%)
in which concentration factors (CF) of the given sample
are in geometric progression [8]. Linear dilution gradient
(e.g., 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%), in which the concentration
factors of the sample appear in arithmetic progression, offers
more sensitive tests. Linear gradients are usually prepared by
using continuous-flow microfluidic ladder networks [13], or by
other networks of microchannels [14], [15]. Since the fluidic
microchannels are hardwired, continuous-flow based diluters
are designed to cater to only a pre-defined gradient, and
thus they suffer from inflexibility and non-programmability.
Also, these methods require a significant amount of costly
stock solutions. In contrast, on a DMF biochip platform, a set
of random dilution factors can be easily prepared. However,
existing algorithms [16], [17], [18] fail to optimize the cost or
performance when a certain gradient pattern is required.
In digital microfluidics, two types of dilution methods are
used: serial dilution and interpolated dilution [19]. A serial
dilution consists of a sequence of simple dilution steps to re-
duce the concentration of a sample. The source of the dilution
sample for each step comes from the diluted sample of the pre-
vious step. A typical serial procedure generates an exponential
dilution profile, in which, a unit volume sample/reagent droplet
is mixed with a unit-volume buffer (0%) droplet to obtain
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2two unit-volume droplets of half the concentration. If a 100%
sample/reagent is recursively diluted by a buffer solution, then
the CF of the sample/reagent becomes 1
2d
after d steps of
mixing and balanced splitting. In each interpolated dilution
step, two unit-volume droplets with CF C1 and C2 are mixed
to obtain two droplets with CF C1+C22 . Both the dilution
methods produce concentration factors whose denominators
are integral power of two. Thus, in the (1 : 1) mix-split model,
the CF values are approximated (rounded off) as an n-bit
binary fraction, i.e., as x2n , where x ∈ Z+, 0 ≤ x ≤ 2n;
n ∈ Z+, determines the required accuracy (maximum error in
CF ≤ 12n+1 ) of the target concentration factor.
In this work, we present for the first time, an algorithm to
generate any arbitrary linear gradient, on-chip, with minimum
wastage, while satisfying a required accuracy in concentration
factors. Our algorithm utilizes the underlying combinatorial
properties of a linear gradient in order to generate the target
set. The corresponding layout design of the biochip is also
proposed. We prove theoretical results on maximum storage
requirement in the layout. Simulation results on different linear
gradients show a significant improvement in sample cost over
three algorithms [16], [17], [18] that were used earlier for the
generation of multiple concentration factors.
II. BACKGROUND AND PRIOR ART
In early days, dilutions were obtained by manually mea-
suring and dispensing solutions with a pipette. With the ad-
vent of continuous-flow microfluidic (CMF) biochips, dilution
gradients were prepared based on diffusive mixing of two or
more streams. The degree of diffusion can be regulated by the
flow rate or by channel dimensions. Designs of such gradient
generators on a CMF biochip were proposed by Walker et al.
[20] and O’Neill et al. [21]. The flow rates were adjusted by
controlling the channel length, which is proportional to fluidic
resistance in each channel. Serial dilution CMF biochips for
monotonic and arbitrary gradient were also reported by Lee
et al. [22]. Dertinger et al. have shown how a complex CMF
network of microchannels designed for diffusive mixing can be
used to generate linear, parabolic, or periodic dilution gradients
[14]. Recently, design of a 2D combinatorial dilution gradient
generator has been reported based on a tree-type microchannel
structure and an active injection system [15].
Although continuous-flow devices are found to be adequate
for many biochemical applications, they are less suitable for
tasks requiring a high degree of flexibility or programmable
fluid manipulations. These closed-channel systems are inher-
ently difficult to integrate or scale because the parameters that
govern fluid flow depend on the properties of the entire system.
Thus, permanently etched microstructures suffer from limited
reconfigurability and poor fault tolerance.
A DMF biochip typically manipulates discrete fluid droplets
on a uniform 2D array of identical electrodes. Thus the volume
of a merged droplet is usually an integral multiple of that of
a single droplet (unit volume). It is a challenge to achieve
a desired concentration factor (CF) using the fewest number
of mix-split steps with minimum number of waste droplets.
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Fig. 1: Dilution tree as generated in [16]
A single-target mixing algorithm based on bit-scanning (BS)
method was proposed by Thies et al. [23] considering the
(1 : 1) mixing model. In the special case of diluting a sample,
the BS method first represents the target CF as an n-bit binary
string depending on the required accuracy of CF ; it then scans
the bits from right-to-left to decide on the sequence of mix-
split steps, i.e., whether the sample or the buffer droplet is
to be mixed with the most recently produced droplet. As an
example, any path from the root to a leaf node in Fig. 1
represents an execution sequence of the BS method. However,
it produces one waste droplet at each mix-split step except the
last one. In order to achieve a target CF with a maximum
error of 12n+1 , the dilution process is to be repeated through
at most n mix-split steps. Thus, depending on the required
accuracy level of the target concentration, the value of n is
chosen. The DMRW method [24] generates a single dilution of
a sample using a binary search method that reduces the number
of waste droplets significantly compared to the BS method by
reusing the intermediate droplets. Recently, a reagent-saving
mixing algorithm for preparing multiple target concentrations
was proposed by Hsieh et al. [16]. For example, the dilution
tree for the target set L = { 1164 , 2164 , 3164 , 4164 , 5164} is shown in
Fig. 1, where the a black dot represents an available droplet
(output or waste) [16].
Recently, another method for generating droplets with mul-
tiple CFs without using any intermediate storage is reported
by Mitra et al. based on de Bruijn graphs [17]. The BS method
was generalized for producing multiple CFs with reduced mix-
split and waste droplets [25]. If multiple target droplets with
the same CF are required in a protocol, a dilution engine can
be used [26]. A reactant minimizing multiple dilution sample
preparation algorithm was reported by Huang et al. [18].
III. MOTIVATION AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
Gradients play essential roles in studying many biochemical
phenomena in-vitro, including the growth of pathogens and
efficacy of drugs. Among various types of dilution profiles,
linear gradient is most widely used for biochemical analysis.
Several sample preparation methods are available that can be
used for generating specified gradients.
Motivated by an example described by Brassard et al. [2],
we present an algorithm for producing any arbitrary linear
3dilution gradient with minimum wastage (reagent consumption
is minimum). To illustrate the proposed algorithm we assume
that the two boundary concentrations (first and last CFs of
the target sequence) are available. If droplets with the two
boundary CFs are not supplied, we can prepare them by
diluting the original (100%) sample with a buffer (0%) follow-
ing an earlier algorithm [23], [24]. A simple observation that
motivates us to design the proposed linear gradient generator
is the following: mixing two non-consecutive CFs, which
are separated by an odd number of elements of the gradient
sequence, produces the median of the two concentrations.
This special property follows from the simple fact that the
CF values in the linear gradient sequence are in arithmetic
progression. This property is used to design our algorithm for
producing the gradient with no wastage. Moreover, only the
concentrations that are elements of the gradient set will be
generated during this process.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem of linear dilution sample preparation can be
formulated as follows. Let L = { a2n , a+d2n , a+2d2n , . . . , a+2
kd
2n }
be a linear gradient of targets to be generated from 02n and
2n
2n ,
i.e., |L| = 2k + 1. Our objective is to generate all CF values
of L without generating any waste droplets; we assume that a
sufficient supply of boundary concentrations ( a2n and
a+2kd
2n )
is available.
A. Zero-waste linear dilution gradient
The process of generating the target CFs satisfying a linear
dilution gradient can be envisaged as a tree structure called
linear dilution tree (LDT), as described below.
Algorithm 1: Build linear dilution tree (LDT)
Input: A set of CFs (L)
Output: Root of the linear dilution tree
if L contains only one CF then1
Create a leaf v storing this point;2
else3
Let Cmid be the median of L;4
Set Lleft = CFs less than Cmid in L;5
Set Lright = CFs greater than Cmid in L;6
vleft = LDT (Lleft);7
vright = LDT (Lright);8
Create a node v storing Cmid;9
Make vleft the left child of v;10
Make vright the right child of v;11
return v;12
A linear dilution tree (LDT) is a complete binary search
tree having 2k − 1 nodes, where each node represents a CF
value in the target set L, where |L| = 2k + 1. Thus, the tree
will have a depth of (k− 1), where the root is assumed to be
at depth 0.
Algorithm 1 builds LDT from the input target set, on which
Algorithm 2 described below, will be run to produce the
droplets in the target set L.
Algorithm 2: Linear dilution
Input: L = { a2n , a+d2n , a+2d2n , . . . , a+2
kd
2n }
Output: Output ordering of CFs in L
L′ = { a+d2n , a+2d2n , . . . , a+(2
k−1)d
2n };1
. a2n and
a+2kd
2n have unlimited supply;2
root = LDT (L′);3
return postorder(root);4
. postorder(root) is the post-order traversal of the binary tree;5
Depth 0
Depth 1
Depth 2
a+4d
2n
a+2d
2n
a+6d
2n
a+d
2n
a+3d
2n
a+5d
2n
a+7d
2n
Left boundary ( a2n )
Right boundary (a+8d2n )
Median target (a+4d2n )
Fig. 2: Linear dilution tree
B. An illustrative example
As an illustration, let us consider k = 3. Let Tlinear =
{ a2n , a+d2n , a+2d2n , . . . , a+2
3d
2n } be a linear gradient of targets to
be generated from 02n and
2n
2n , i.e., |Tlinear| = 23+1 = 9. The
corresponding (LDT) is shown in Fig. 2, which is generated
by Algorithm 1. We traverse the tree in depth-first order and
produce the droplets in a post-order mixing sequence. We
assume that the two boundary CFs a2n and a+2
3d
2n are supplied.
Initially, we generate two droplets with CF a+4d2n by mixing
one droplet of a2n and
a+8d
2n each (represented as the root in
Fig. 2). One of these droplets is stored and the other one is
mixed with a2n to produce two droplets of
a+2d
2n . Again, one of
them is stored and the other one is mixed with a2n to generate
two droplets of a+d2n (leftmost leaf), out of which one droplet
is sent to the output and the other one is stored. Next, the two
droplets with CF a+2d2n and a+4d2n , which were stored in the
first two steps, are mixed to produce two droplets of a+3d2n .
One of them is sent to the output; the remaining one is mixed
with the one with CF a+d2n stored in the third step. This step
regenerates two droplets with CF a+2d2n , which were consumed
in earlier steps. One of them is stored again and now the other
one is transported to the output. Similar mix-split sequences
are performed on the right half of LDT in post-order fashion,
and finally, two droplets of a+4d2n (represented as the root) are
regenerated by mixing a+6d2n with
a+2d
2n . It may be observed
that no waste droplet is produced for generating the entire
linear dilution sequence Tlinear. Only one droplet for every
non-boundary CF value in the gradient is produced, excepting
the median one, for which two droplets are produced.
The following observations are now immediate.
Observation 1. The droplets with boundary CFs are used
only along the leftmost and the rightmost root-to-leaf path in
LDT.
Observation 2. The droplets with the CF values correspond-
4ing to each internal node of LDT are used in subsequent
mixing operations after their production and are regenerated
later for replenishment.
Lemma 1. The number of copies of each droplet generated
at depth i during the process is 2k−i + 2 when i < k, and is
2 when i = k (leaf node), where |L| = 2k+1 + 1.
Proof: We proof the lemma using induction on k, i.e., the
target set size |L| = 2k+1 + 1.
Basis: For k = 1, |L| = 21+1+1 = 5; in this case, we need
to generate 3 CF values from 2 boundary concentrations. Fig.
3 shows the linear dilution tree. The total number of droplets
corresponding to the median target CF (at the root, depth = 0)
is 4(= 2 + 2) and target concentration at depth 1 is 2 each.
Hence the Lemma 1 is true for k = 1.
L
2k+1
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L1 (left boundary)
L
2k+1+1
( right boundary)
L1 . . .L2k+1 L2k+1 . . .L2k+1+1
Basis step Inductive step
Lleft Lright
Fig. 3
Induction hypothesis: Assume the statement is true for all
m ≤ k − 1.
Inductive steps: Consider the target set L of size 2k+1 + 1
i.e., m = k. One can split L into three parts: Lleft that con-
tains the first 2k+1 targets of L i.e., Lleft = {L1, . . . ,L2k+1};
Lmedian = {L2k+1}; Lright = {L2k+1, . . . ,L2k+1+1}. The
elements in Lleft can be generated by using L1 and L2k+1 as
boundary targets. Similarly, those in Lright can be generated
by using L2k+1 and L2k+1+1 as boundary targets. One can
easily generate L by using L1 and L2k+1+1 as boundary
targets (see Fig. 3). By induction hypothesis, the number of
each droplet generated during the process at depth i of Lleft
and Lright is 2k−1−i + 2 when i < k − 1, and is 2 when
i = k − 1. Ignoring the regeneration part, the number of
each droplet generated during the process at depth i of Lleft
and Lright is 2k−1−i when i < k − 1, and is 2 at depth
k − 1. From Observation 1 it follows that Lmedian is used
only in the rightmost path of Lleft and in the leftmost path
of Lright as shown in Fig. 3. By inductive hypothesis, the
total number of droplets generated (ignoring the regeneration
part) is 2 × (∑k−2i=0 2k−1−i + 2) = 4 × (∑k−2i=0 2i + 1) =
4× (2k−1 − 1 + 1) = 4× 2k−1. Hence, the required number
of Lmedian droplets is 4×2k−12 = 2k. Since the number
of regenerated droplets is 2, the total number of droplets
generated at the root (depth = 0) is 2k + 2. This completes
the proof.
Lemma 2. The number of each boundary droplet required is
2k for k ≥ 1, where |L| = 2k+1 + 1.
Proof: From Observation 1 it follows that boundary
droplets are needed only for the nodes lying on the leftmost
and rightmost paths of LDT. Note that the regeneration process
for an internal node does not require any boundary droplet. So
the number of droplets generated excluding regeneration, is
2k−i at depth i and is 2 at depth k, along the left- or rightmost
path in LDT. The total number of droplets along these paths is∑k−1
i=0 2
k−i+2. Hence, the total number of required boundary
droplets will be given by∑k−1
i=0 2
k−i + 2
2
=
(
k−1∑
i=0
2i
)
+ 1 = (2k − 1) + 1 = 2k
Theorem 1. Algorithm 2 generates a linear dilution gradient
|L|(= 2k+1 + 1) in 2k−1(k + 4) − 1 (1 : 1) mix-split steps
without producing any waste droplets, when 2k droplets of
each boundary CF are supplied.
Proof: The LDT has 2k+1 − 1 nodes including 2k leaf
nodes. Each leaf node requires only one mix-split operation.
By Lemma 1 the number of each droplet generated at depth i
is 2k−i+2 for 0 ≤ i ≤ k−1, where the constant 2 accounts for
its regeneration from its two children. Regeneration requires
2k − 1 mix-split steps. Hence the total number of mix-split
operations will be
2k +
∑k−1
i=0 2
k−i × 2i
2
+ 2k − 1
=2k +
∑k−1
i=0 2
k
2
+ 2k − 1
=2k+1 + k.2k−1 − 1
=2k−1(k + 4)− 1
The fact that no waste droplet is generated in this process
follows easily by counting the number of input droplets
(Lemma 2) and the output droplets.
Observation 3. The CF values of the gradient excluding the
two boundary CFs appear at the output of the generator in
accordance to the post-order traversal sequence of LDT.
The following theorem provides an upper bound on the
storage requirement during gradient generation.
Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 requires at most 2k storage elec-
trodes at any instant of time, where |L| = 2k+1 + 1.
Proof: We proof the lemma using induction on k.
Basis: For k = 1, |L| = 21+1+1 = 5. One needs to generate
three CFs from 2 boundary concentrations. It is easy to check
that we require at most 2 intermediate storage elements in this
case. Hence the theorem is true for k = 1.
Inductive hypothesis: Assume the statement is true for k−1.
Inductive steps: Consider the target set L of size 2k+1 +1.
One can split L into three parts: Lleft that contains the
first 2k + 1 targets of L, i.e., Lleft = {L1, . . . ,L2k+1};
Lmedian that contains the median target of L; Lright =
{L2k+1, . . . ,L2k+1+1} (see Fig. 3). By inductive hypothesis,
5the left subtree requires 2(k − 1) storage. Additionally, we
need to store one droplet of CF(L2k+1) corresponding to the
root. So, a total of 2(k − 1) + 1 = 2k − 1 storage is required
in order to generate all the CFs on the left subtree.
When we generate the target set for the right subtree, we
need to store the root CF of the left subtree for regeneration
purpose. By analogous argument, we can claim the right
subtree requires 2k − 1 storage. Hence, the total number of
storage required is (2k−1)+1 = 2k for a linear dilution tree
of size |L| = 2k+1 + 1.
C. Generation of boundary droplets
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Fig. 4: Generation of a target CF with multiple demand
In order to produce a dilution gradient of size 2k+1+1, we
need to supply 2k droplets for each boundary CF (Lemma 2).
Here, we demonstrate how a low-cost dilution engine [26] can
be integrated on-chip for this purpose. We will illustrate the
technique using the following example. Let 176256 be a boundaryCF . The corresponding dilution tree is shown in the Fig.
4. Each root-to-leaf path represents a sequence of mix-split
operations needed to generate the droplet by applying the
BS method. One can store the intermediate droplets into a
stack and generate two target droplets each time by repeatedly
mixing the droplet on top of the stack with either sample or
buffer as needed. The dilution tree in Fig. 4 has 16 target
droplets generated therein. To admit a maximum error of 12n+1 ,
an n-depth dilution tree would suffice, and hence the number
of storage elements needed to produce multiple droplets with
the given CF will be at most n− 1 [26].
D. Generation of linear gradient sequence of arbitrary length
If the number of elements in the gradient is not of the form
2k+1+1, the above procedure needs certain modification. Let
Bin(x,m) denote the m-bit binary representation of x and
ZC(Bin(x,m)) denote the number of 0’s between leftmost
and rightmost 1 in it. To illustrate the modification, let us as-
sume that the target set be L = {L0,L1, . . . ,L10}, i.e., |L| =
11. We consider another target set L′ = {L0,L1, . . . ,L16} of
size 22+2 + 1 = 17. Fig. 5a shows the dilution tree for L′,
where the extra part of the tree is not generated (shown as
dotted). Clearly, 22+1+1 < |L| < 22+2+1, i.e., k = 2. Now,
Bin(|L| − 1, 4) = 1010 and the number of waste droplets is
equal to ZC(Bin(10, 4)) = 1 (L12).
The following theorem can be proved easily.
L1 L3 L5 L7 L9 L11 L13 L15
L2 L6 L10 L14
L4 L12
L8waste
Depth 0
Depth 1
Depth 2
Depth 3
(a) Dilution tree for L′
Buffer Buffer
Sample Sample
Waste
WasteDilution
Engine
Dilution
Engine (1 : 1)
2k storage droplets
Mixer
Output
(b) Architectural layout
Fig. 5: (a)-Dilution tree for L′ (b)-Architectural layout
Theorem 3. The number of waste droplets produced while
generating L is equal to ZC(Bin(|L| − 1, k + 2)), where
2k+1 + 1 < |L| < 2k+2 + 1. 
V. ARCHITECTURE
An architectural layout for producing a linear dilution
gradient is shown in Fig. 5b. If boundary CFs other than
0% and 100% are needed, a dilution engine [26] can be used
for generating them. We provide two dilution engines for
generating the boundary CFs, which can be run in parallel
to reduce sample preparation time. Each dilution engine is
equipped with a stack of (n− 1) storage droplets in order to
increase the throughput of boundary droplets and to reduce the
number of waste droplets. The detailed layout of the dilution
engine can be found elsewhere [26]. To generate the gradient
part, we use one (1 : 1) mix-split module and 2k additional
storage cells (Theorem 2). Thus, to produce a gradient of size
|L| = 2k+1+1, with a maximum error of 12n+1 in each of the
target CF , one needs a total of 2(n+k−1) storage electrodes.
The overall execution time for generating the gradient can
further be minimized by adopting a scheduling algorithm [27]
for the best utilization of resources.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We have performed extensive simulation on various target
sets (Table I) and calculated the number of (1 : 1)-mix-split
steps and waste droplets. We have compared our results with
the methods of Mitra et al. [17], Hsieh et al. [16], and Huang
et al. [18]. The results are shown in Table II. The number
of waste droplets in LDT for the proposed method is shown
within parentheses in Table II along with total mix-split steps
(M) and waste (W) droplets.
TABLE I: Target set (n = 10)
TS size Target set
TS1 5 { 50210 , 70210 , . . . , 130210 }
TS2 10 { 110210 , 120210 , . . . , 200210 }
TS3 17 { 20210 , 70210 , . . . , 820210 }
TS4 20 { 40210 , 70210 , . . . , 610210 }
In our experiments, we have considered 6 different linear
dilution gradient sets L of size 2k + 1 for k = 2, . . . , 7.
For each k, we have chosen 100 random sets in the range
of 11024 and
1023
1024 , assuming n = 10. Hence the error in
concentration factors will be at most 12048 . Assuming 100%
6TABLE II: The number of mix-split steps & waste droplets
TS Proposed Mitra et al. Hsieh et al. Huang et al.
n = 10 M W M W M W M W
TS1 24 14 (0) 33 28 37 28 32 12
TS2 40 13 (2) 64 54 55 36 64 22
TS3 57 12 (0) 88 71 82 50 104 39
TS4 65 10 (2) 108 88 95 58 126 49
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the proposed method with Mitra et al.
[17], Hsieh et al. [16], and Huang et al. [18]
sample and 0% buffer as the two boundary CFs, we have
counted the total number of (1 : 1)-mix-split steps and waste
droplets considering both the dilution engines and the gradient
generator. Comparative results with respect to earlier methods
are shown as histograms in Fig. 6, where the horizontal
axis indicates the size of the target set (|L| = 2k + 1) for
k = 2, . . . , 7, and the vertical axis represents the average
number of mix-split steps and waste droplets required in these
methods. Note that the most of the waste droplets that are
generated in our method correspond to those produced by
the dilution engines. We observe that our method produces
a significantly fewer number of waste droplets compared to
all the three earlier methods. Further, the proposed method
performs better in terms of the number of mix-split steps up
to a target set of size 65, i.e., up to k = 6.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an algorithm for generating linear di-
lution gradients on a digital microfluidic platform. When the
boundary concentration factors of a gradient of size |L| =
2k + 1 are supplied, our method produces the rest without
generating any waste droplet, thereby saving costly stock
solutions. For other gradient sizes, it produces only a few waste
droplets. We have also designed a suitable layout architecture
to implement the generator on-chip. Our method is adaptive to
the size of dilution gradient as well to the desired accuracy of
concentration factor. Thus, the proposed approach will provide
a flexible and programmable environment for catering to any
need of arbitrary linear gradient during sample preparation.
Generation of other dilution gradients such as parabolic or
sinusoidal with a digital microfluidic biochip may be studied
as a future problem.
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